2019 Heritage Day Stations
Ice Age Floods and Mammoth Dig-The stories of cataclysmic Ice Age floods and the MCBONES Coyote Canyon
Mammoth Dig will be presented. Come learn about the greatest flood events know to known to geologists
and about a 17,450 year old mammoth excavation near Kennewick through photos, artifacts and activities.
NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY
Umatilla Generation Dancers and Drummers: Native American song and dance demonstrations
Confluence-Explore the stories of what happened when people gathered at the place where the Snake and
Columbia rivers meet, through the art of Maya Lin’s Story Circles. Discover what Lewis and Clark learned 200
years ago from Original People who met here for over 10,000 years.
Wanapum-The importance and uses of the tule mats made from reeds that grew along the shores of the local
rivers.
Yakima Warriors Association – Contribution of Native Americans in the Armed Services
HISTORY OF Mt. MEN
MT. Men-Winter in the Fur Trade, Mechanics in Fur Trade, Women in the Fur Trade, Tools and Clothing of the
Fur Trade presented by Friends of the Spokane House. Blacksmithing presented by Clint and Phil Bouslaugh. ,
Dutch oven cooking and many more Mt Man exhibits.
French Town, Ft. Walla Walla and Whitman Mission-The Frenchtown learning station will focus on the history
of the fur trade and fur traders in the Walla Walla area, including (1) the arrival of representatives of the
Northwest Company and Astor’s Pacific fur Company in 1811: (2) the establishment of the Fort Nez Perce
trading post at Wallula by the British Northwest Company in 1818 and its later merger into Hudson’s Bay
Company in 1821.
HISTORY OF LEWIS AND CLARK
Lewis and Clark Camp-Historical re-enactors will lead you through the daily life of the Corps of Discovery.
Tools and equipment will be displayed. How the men worked and played, how they interacted with the tribes
they encountered and procured food. You will learn why the site of Sacajawea State Park was significant to
the Lewis and Clark expedition.
Medicine of Lewis and Clark-During the time of Lewis and Clark the knowledge of medicine was very limited;
primarily they just tried to get whatever was ailing you out of your body. You had to be tough back then, if
only to survive the treatment! Lewis and Clark took a lot of different types of medicines with them on their
journey, but most of them did not really help the victim, except psychologically. Learn about the science of
medicine in the 1800’s and some of the illnesses and injuries Lewis and Clark had to treat.
Master Gardeners and Members of the Columbia Basin Native Plant Society-Will describe how Lewis collected
plant specimens for President Jefferson. A replica plant press will be used to show how the collected plants
were preserved. Examples of local plants and their uses will be the focus.

WA State Flint Knappers - Projectile Points & Tools of Early Man. Many demonstrators will be making
prehistoric tools from obsidian and flint using techniques that began to be used three million years ago and
are still in use. Modern knappers will show percussion and pressure flaking. Multiple displays of cases of paleo
points, artistic knives and museum quality points will also be shown. Several world class knappers’ will be
demonstrating.
Tri-City Wood Carvers-Showing how they made toys, dishes and many more things out of wood.
Corps of Engineers presenting Discover Box-Park Rangers will show, describe, and let you touch replicas of
many items carried on or discovered by the Lewis & Clark Corps of Discovery on their Journey.
Navigation of Lewis and Clark-The “navigating in the Past” booth will feature navigational tools used by Lewis
and Clark to travel along and map the trail. Presented by the Friends of Sacajawea Park
Music of Lewis & Clark- The music that was played during the early 1800s, and descriptions of the instruments
that they used.
INTERPRETIVE CENTERS OF AREA PRESENTING
Interpretive Center- Displays and interactive items describing the Corps of Discovery; Aboriginal peoples at
this site; and the truth and myth of Sacajawea. All groups must prearrange with specific entry times as we can
only take a class at a time (30 students) in.
The Reach-“Lewis and Clark on the Columbia River”, Students will investigate journal entries and artifacts
related to the Corps of Discovery to understand the explorers’ role in documenting the natural history of the
Columbia River, its wildlife and it peoples.
Franklin County Museum- Ever wonder how those plump, golden kernels of Columbia Basin grain and
locally produced sweet cream get turned into incredibly delicious bread and butter? This living history
presentation sponsored by Pasco’s Franklin County Museum takes consumer-learners of all ages through
the fun-filled steps of cleaning and milling grain as well as turning cream into butter. After exercising
your muscles to make this flavorful transformation possible, the best part is sampling the results! Of
special historical interest for this demonstration is our use of rare heritage grain varieties like White
Lammas and Turkey Red that were actually raised by the pioneers to provision their families. You are
also welcome to come visit our museum heritage crop plantings and see how these important food
sources grow throughout the year.
Benton County Museum-Bridges and/or how to make soap
Manhattan Project National Historical Park WSU-Hanford History Project- “Irrigation and Farming in White
Bluffs and Hanford’ Students will learn the history of irrigation in the Columbia Basin and how it transformed
the shrub-steppe landscape into an irrigated oasis in the abandoned town sites of Hanford and White Bluffs.

WILDLIFE OF AREA
Benton County Conservation Distinct-Franklin County Conservation Distinct-Students will create gyotaku, the
art of fish printing, with salmon, critical to Native American cultures and Lewis and Clark. Talking about and
showing the children the life cycle of the salmon and why they were important to the Native Americans in our
area.
Blue Mountain Wildlife-Live Birds of Prey-Blue Mountain Wildlife’s live education birds will help students learn
about the variety and importance of raptors that pioneers encountered and which currently live in the
Columbia Basin.
LATE 1890’S THRU 1930’S
Cowboy Music and Poetry-Cowboy Culture-Songs and Poetry-were a very important part of the cowboy
culture around the country, including the ranches here in the Columbia Basin.
Boy Scouts of America-Are you Loyal, Helpful, Friendly, Courteous, Cheerful, Brave? If so then come join us at
the Boy Scout Booth, where you will hear stories about men who helped make scouting what it is today, and
learn how to fold a flag properly. The flags will be sent to military men overseas.
Pasco Police-The History of the Pasco Police Department. History showing the beginnings of the modern day
force.
Pasco Fire Department-They will have a fire truck there to explore – if there is no fire.
Industrial Revolution-Early Edison light bulb display and log sawing outfit run by a steam powered generator.

